Background: Ongoing molecular profiling studies enabled by advances in biomedical technologies are producing vast amounts of 'omic' data for early detection, monitoring and prognosis of diverse diseases. A major common limitation is the scarcity of biological samples, necessitating integrative modeling frameworks that can make optimal use of available data for disease classification task. Related data sets are often available from different studies, but may have been generated using different technology platforms. Thus, there is a critical need for flexible modeling methods that can handle data from diverse sources to facilitate discovery of robust biomarkers that underlie disease regulatory processes. Results: In this paper, we introduce a novel framework called Knowledge Augmented Rule Learning (KARL), which incorporates two sources of knowledge, domain and data, for pattern discovery from small and high-dimensional datasets, such as transcriptomic data. We propose KARL as a transfer rule learning framework in which knowledge of domain is transferred to the learning process on data in order to 1) improve the reliability of the discovered patterns, and 2) study the knowledge of the domain when used along with data for modeling. In this work, we generated KARL models on gene expression datasets for five types of cancer, including brain, breast, colon, lung, and prostate. As our knowledge of the domain, we used the Ingenuity Knowledge Base (IKB) to extract genes related to hallmarks of cancer and annotated these prior relationships before learning classifiers from these datasets. Conclusions: Our results show that KARL produces, on average, rule models that are more robust classifiers than the baseline without such background knowledge, for our tasks of cancer prediction using 25 publicly available gene expression datasets. Moreover, KARL helped us learn insights about previously known relationships in these gene expression datasets, along with new relationships not input as known, to enable informed biomarker discovery for cancer prediction tasks. KARL can be applied to modeling similar data from any other domain and classification task. Future work would involve extensions to KARL to handle hierarchical knowledge to derive more general hypotheses to drive biomedicine.
Background
The advent of high-throughput genomic techniques like the microarray [1] and next generation sequencing [2] [3] [4] have enabled the profiling of vast amounts of transcriptomic data with increasing accuracy over the past decades [5, 6] . This type of data is a collection of all RNA transcripts, including both protein non-coding RNAs and coding mRNAs. The mRNA transcripts at particular time points can give an indication of the functional role of a gene, the underlying mechanism of a disease, or a potential drug response [1, 7, 8] . Having such knowledge, a myriad of computational techniques have been proposed by biomedical data scientists to analyze such 'omic' profiles, ranging from simple statistical testing to more sophisticated bioinformatics and machine learning methods.
Predictive disease modeling using transcriptomic data typically yields models that can be roughly categorized into two main groups. The first group includes models obtained from popular methods such as logistic regression, artificial neural networks (ANN), and support vector machines (SVMs), wherein a mathematical function is learned as the predictor. The second group includes models represented as interpretable decision trees or classification rules, obtained via inductive learning of symbolic descriptions. The former group includes models with relatively high predictive performance, but the majority of them (e.g., ANN, SVMs) are hard to interpret. On the other hand, the latter category consists of highly interpretable models with lower but acceptable predictive performance. The high interpretability of models of the second category makes them suitable for the task of pattern discovery.
Models in both of these categories can be adversely affected by two common characteristics of the transcriptomic data: (1) the small sample size (tens to hundreds), and (2) the large number of variables (ranging from hundreds to several thousand.) The models learned on such sparse high-dimensional data are likely to not generalize well due to the lack of a strong statistical support for their predictions, and also due to sampling bias and variability. Even if similar Case-Control studies are conducted across different laboratories, the heterogeneity of sample sources and experimental protocols of different datasets may prevent learning of robust models on the union of the resultant datasets.
The Transfer Rule Learner (TRL) framework has been developed to take on this challenge of modeling sparse biomarker data for pattern discovery by using transfer learning [9] . Transfer learning is the broad concept of using any type of knowledge/information from any possible type of source for enhancing the learning process on the target task [10] . TRL uses as its main classification engine, Rule Learner (RL) [11] , which adopts a general-to-specific search strategy to learn its prediction model as a set of classification rules. Each classification rule is represented as IFcondition THEN-consequent, where the Condition is expressed as a logical AND of a small subset of variable-value pairs (predictors), and the Consequent refers to the value of the Class variable. As the transfer learning strategy, TRL automatically accepts the classification rules, prior rules, learned from a source dataset, when learning from a target dataset. TRL has been applied to the analyses of two related proteomic mass spectral datasets obtained from separate institutions. The results showed that positive transfer of knowledge is observable through increased predictive performance, when the target data is sparse relative to the source dataset.
TRL was the first application of transfer learning of classification rules to biomarker discovery, but it was limited to the homogeneous source and target datasets. Its next version, the TRL-FM [12] , utilized the notion of functional modules to expand TRL to be applicable to heterogeneous source and target datasets. In TRL-FM, the functional modules provide a general mapping between the source and target datasets. TRL-FM, which was used for gene expression datasets, used the Gene Ontology as the domain background knowledge to cluster together genes within the same biological process, thereby mapping and expanding the knowledge that was transferred between the source and target to include additional prior rules with functionally similar genes. The results showed that TRL-FM outperformed six state-of-the-art traditional machine learning systems.
In both TRL and TRL-FM approaches, a related dataset is selected as the source of transfer, which makes the quality of transfer be dependent on the effectiveness of the source data for the target task. This may result in negative transfer in which transfer deteriorates the performance of the baseline model. The negative transfer can be the result of noise in data or difference in variable distribution between datasets. KARL is a general framework in which a more reliable source of knowledge is designed to be used as the source of transfer, that is, subjective domain knowledge. In the KARL framework, both the subjective and objective knowledge is used in the learning process of the RL model. While the objective knowledge comes from the target dataset, the subjective knowledge would be a reliable knowledge of domain sourced from experts, literature, or domain knowledge bases; or it can be an experts' hypothesis needed to be studied or verified over data. We propose KARL as: 1 A framework in which subjective domain knowledge can be used in the learning process as a direct source of transfer, to assist the learning of models from sparse data and perform informed discovery on a target dataset. 2 A framework by which the knowledge of domain and data can be tracked, visualized, estimated, and studied in the transfer process and final model, in order to provide both insights over the interactions between sources, and an easy way to verify whether source knowledge patterns are found in the target data via annotations. KARL accepts the knowledge of domain abstracted as a table of variables, lookup  table. Then, it generates the set of all possible single-variable rules from this table, called prior rules. The prior rules are then used in two transfer learning strategies, resulting in two sets of rules: Rule Model with Prior Rules and Evidence-based Prior rules. These two rule sets are then combined and constitute the KARL rule model. In the first strategy, RL with Priors (RL P ) as an expanded version of RL accepts the prior rules as its initial search point and generates Rule Model with Prior Rules as the rule model learned on the target dataset. This strategy may help RL P to start from a better and more feasible point in the search space, which is provided from the knowledge of the domain. In the second strategy, the set of the prior rules, pruned on the datasets using the criteria defined by the user, are generated as Evidence-based Prior rules which is directly transferred to the final KARL model. This transfer learning strategy would improve the design by using the knowledge of domain which may not be extracted from the small datasets. These two rule sets are then combined and constitute the KARL rule model.
In the KARL framework, the rules are marked by their source of origin, domain or data, and can be tracked during the learning process. This provides KARL with the ability to visualize the transfer, which to the best of our knowledge is a new functionality that is not provided in any other transfer rule learning framework. Tracking the rules also provides the KARL model with information on the interaction of sources and the estimation of their involvement in the learning process.
These properties enable the scientists to study their subjective knowledge of interest along with data using KARL. This may also give scientists more insights into their hypothesis over their markers of interest, as the class discriminative markers might be applicable to specific subgroups of data in the final model.
In this study, we have used our KARL framework to predict five different types of cancer, including brain, breast, colon, lung, and prostate from the gene-expression datasets. As our choice of background domain knowledge for cancer, we have selected the Ingenuity ® Knowledge Base (IKB). The IKB contains evidence-based domain knowledge in the form of gene-interaction networks. We have used the IKB to extract those variables of domain that are associated with the general hallmarks of cancer, as our domain knowledge of interest. Three dominant properties of cancer are used as its hallmarks and include: the faulty control of the cell cycle, the faulty control of cell death, and the invasiveness and metastatic capabilities. We propose that our knowledge of domain as the table of those gene-expression variables showing the general hallmarks of cancer, will improve the predictive rule learning on cancer prediction. In this paper, we demonstrate that the knowledge discovery process in the rule learning for cancer prediction can be augmented with such knowledge of domain, and test the hypothesis that knowledge augmented rule learning with KARL, using the general hallmarks of cancer produces, on average, rule models that are more robust than baseline RL without any background knowledge, using 25 publicly available gene expression datasets on cancer prediction, ten-fold crossvalidation performance measures, and the assessment of model Consistency and Completeness. We also hypothesize that the KARL framework will give us more insight on our knowledge of domain or the general hallmarks of cancer, by visualizing the interaction of sources in its learning process.
Results
In this section, we first describe our experimental design along with the data and evaluation metrics developed and used. Then, in the next subsections, we report the details and the results from our experiments.
Experimental Design
We designed our experiments to test the two properties that we have proposed for KARL: 1) involving subjective domain knowledge in the learning process in order to improve the predictive performance or generality of the rule learning models, 2) visualizing, estimating, and studying the interaction of the domain and data in the final model. For our experiments, we used publicly available gene expression data sets from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository [13] . This data, described in Table 1 , contains 25 datasets, consisting of 5 each from 5 different cancer types (i.e., brain, breast, colon, lung, and prostate).
We have designed KARL to accept the knowledge of domain as an input table of variables, lookup table. For our cancer prediction study, we proposed that the lookup table contain those variables of the domain that are associated with general hallmarks of cancer. KARL uses the transfer learning approaches to involve the prior rules built upon these variables in its learning process. In the transfer learning parlance, the concept of positive and negative transfer is used for evaluating the practicality of the transfer. Positive\negative transfer is said to have occurred on a dataset, if the model of a framework with transfer learning outperforms\underperforms the model learned on the same framework without the transfer [10] . Accordingly, for showing the practicality of our choice of domain knowledge and transfer learning strategies, as well as, testing our first property of KARL, we compare KARL to RL. In our experiments in 'RL Evaluation', we first report the predictive performance of RL and show that it is on average comparable to a range of state-of-the-art classifiers. Then, we evaluate KARL for Robustness (explained below) compared to RL, in the next two subsequent subsections. All our experiments estimate and report model performances over 10-fold cross-validation for each dataset.
In the last two subsections, 'Domain and Data Involvement in the KARL Model' and 'Analysis of Patterns', we elaborate upon our KARL rule models on cancer datasets to show the practicality of the second property of KARL for biomarker discovery purposes. We depict a snippet of our rule models and propose two metrics to estimate the contribution of sources, domain and data, in the KARL final model. We also ascertain whether intuitive and distinct rule patterns could be discovered across multiple KARL models for related studies (e.g., same cancer type).
Evaluation Metrics
Rl as an agnostic method, classifies samples as either known (one of the Class labels), or unknown. RL abstains from predicting those samples for which it is not confident in making a decision, so the labels for these samples are treated as unknown. This behavior of RL, requires us to evaluate our rule models not only based on their Consistency (prediction performance), but also based on their Completeness (coverage over samples). We define the notion of Robustness to indicate both Completeness and Consistency for rule models generated by any framework that uses RL as its learning algorithm, including KARL. We say that a model is Robust, if it is Complete and Consistent.
We assess the Completeness of our rule models with Coverage and Abstentions. Given the training data, Coverage is the fraction of the instances which logically satisfy the IF-condition part of at least one rule in the model. The higher the Coverage is (i.e., closer to one), the more Complete a rule model is on the train data. Given a set of test data, the model abstain from predicting an instance, if none of its rules cover it. The number of instances that the model abstains from predicting is referred to as Abstentions. The less a rule model abstains from making a prediction, the more Complete it is on the test data. We also measure the Abstention rate in our experiments to capture the percentage of test samples that were not predicted over the cross-validation folds. For assessing the Consistency of models, we use classification performance measures, including Sensitivity (SN), Specificity (SP), Balanced Accuracy (BAcc), and Accuracy (Acc), considering Case/tumor as the positive Class. In addition, we recalculated the Accuracy measure by considering Abstentions as misclassified samples and call it Accuracy including Abstention (AccAb).
We also define the Robustness measure for each rule in the RL model, as we collect the set of Robust rules as our final discovered patterns for the target task. For estimating the Robustness for a rule, we use the same definition like that of the rule model, as a rule is actually a single-rule model. Each rule of a model is accompanied with statistics which provide the information for calculating the rule's Robustness. This statistics provide CF and Coverage as the rule's measure of Consistency and Completeness, respectively (we elaborate more upon this topic in 'KARL Rule Model' subsection.) The experts of the domain can then utilize the provided Robustness as the rule's reliability measure, in order to select their patterns of interest for further studies.
RL Evaluation
RL has been used in various prediction and biomarker discovery studies, [12, 18, [38] [39] [40] [41] , and has provided models with high predictive power. In this experiment, we want to show that RL also provides reliable models over our datasets of cancer and thus is an acceptable method as the foundation for KARL to build on. To this aim, we compare RL to other standard tree/rule learners and state-of-the-art classifiers implemented in the WEKA toolkit [42] , on our 25 datasets, discretized and grouped according to the 5 cancer types. The standard tree/rule learners include: Decision Tree (C4.5), RIPPER, and PART, as well as the state-of-the-art classifiers include: Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Naive Bayes (NB), and Random Forests (RF). Tables 2 and 3 depict the predictive performance (BAcc, Accuracy) of these methods averaged over the five datasets for each cancer type. These results are mainly presented to show that RL models, on average, have acceptable BAcc (see Table 2 ) and Accuracy (see Table 3 ) when compared to the state-of-the-art classifiers and the standard tree/rule learners. The supporting evidence can be found in the last rows of Tables 2 and 3 . These rows show that RL performs on average on par or better than the three tree/rule learners on both measures. These rows also show that RL has acceptable average BAcc and Accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art classifiers, which have on average higher predictive performance, but lack interpretability to be used for pattern discovery in KARL. The same observations apply for each type of cancer, as seen in these comparisons. RL outperforms at least two of the other rule learners and has comparable performance to the state-of-the-art classifiers on all cancers except brain, using the BAcc measure (see Table 2 ). Brain cancer is a challenging dataset for RL which results in low Specificity and accordingly low BAcc measure. As observed in Table 3 , RL outperforms at least one other rule learner and also shows acceptable results when compared to the state-of-the-art models on all cancers, using the Accuracy measure. KARL Evaluation on Robustness KARL Completeness Table 4 shows the average Coverage and Abstention rate statistics per disease using KARL. The Coverage shows the fraction of training samples covered by the model, and the Abstention rate denotes the percentage of the test samples for which the model abstained from making a prediction. While the Abstention rate ranges from 0 to 100, its values (AbsRate) are below 1% in . Furthermore, the average Abstention rates ranges from 0.0 (brain and lung cancer) to 0.92 (colon cancer). The colon cancer datasets have the highest Abstention rate because there are fewer total number of samples overall to train on. Since cross-validation implies that every sample will be eventually appear as a test sample, the total number of test samples that are not predicted will be less than three. This number is obtained by adding up all the samples available for colon cancer as shown in Table 1 , and rounding up the number that is closest to 1% of this total. The Completeness statistics of KARL on the entire 25 cancer datasets can be found in Additional File 2. Table 5 represents the Consistency of KARL per disease type. Brain cancer recorded the worst average Accuracy including Abstention (i.e., AccAb = 83.59%), while lung cancer (i.e., AccAb = 94.79%) had the highest, followed closely by colon cancer (i.e., AccAb = 94.27%). The low BAcc from the brain cancer datasets, especially the low Specificity, could be attributed to a high degree of inherent heterogeneity in the instances. The Consistency statistics of KARL on the entire datasets can be found in Additional File 3. Figure 1b shows the difference in maximum Coverage between KARL and baseline RL over the tumor training samples. Like the normal samples, the difference in Coverage for Cases is zero or more for KARL. The 'Wins:Ties:Loses' ratio as compared to the baseline was 9:16:0. The distribution of the 9 gains were 3, 2, 2, 1, 1 for prostate, brain, colon, lung and breast cancer, respectively. As expected, the general difference of Coverage between KARL and RL over the tumor examples was significant (p = 0.01269 and p = 0.009152). In general, the KARL method statistically significantly improves the baseline Coverage on both normal and tumor training samples. Figure 1c represents the difference in Abstention rate between KARL and RL models on the entire test datasets. As seen, KARL method reduced the Abstention rate in comparison to the baseline on most datasets, particularly, colon, prostate, and lung cancer sets. Its overall 'Wins:Ties:Loses' ratio over the Abstention rate on the baseline were 19:6:0. That is, for every dataset, its Abstention rate was as good as or better than that of baseline. This phenomenon was not surprising as a similar observation was made over Coverage. What is more, at a significance level of α = 0.05, the reduction in Abstention rate by KARL was statistically significant (p = 0.0001025 and p = 0.000143). In general, KARL method statistically significantly improves baseline Abstention rate on both normal and tumor test examples. Figure 1d displays the difference in Consistency between KARL and RL on all datasets. The performance metric used here is BAcc. The 'Wins:Ties:Loses' ratio for our 25 datasets between KARL and RL was 13:6:6. In general, KARL made gains on the brain, colon, and prostate cancer sets; the gains were more pronounced in the latter two. In addition, using a paired t-test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, on all datasets, at a significance level of α = 0.05, the classification performance of KARL, using BAcc, was significantly (p = 0.0287 and p = 0.03624, respectively) better than baseline RL. The spikes seen within the brain and colon cancer sets, for both methods, were largely due to gains in Specificity. For prostate cancer, however, a mix of gains caused the spikes observed from KARL in both Sensitivity and Specificity. Thus, gains in performance might depend on the nature of the dataset and the characteristics of the background knowledge that augments its modeling and interpretation. In general, the classification performance of KARL, using BAcc, statistically significantly improves baseline RL for the test data. Table 6 presents the statistics over domain and data indicators, the involvement ratios for our cancer datasets. Studying the involvement ratios, we conclude that both domain and data contribute in building final model for almost all 25 datasets. We realized relatively noticeable range of values for domain-involvement ratio, [0.28, 1.0], except the zero value for GEO10780. Moreover, a considerable involvement of . Abstention rate refers to the average percentage of test samples not assigned a class and BAcc refers to the average Balanced Accuracy over 10-fold cross validation, and these three datasets show acceptable Robustness and therefore useful for examining KARL's behavior. The KARL model on GEO10780 is an example of cases when domain background knowledge is not helpful for modeling the task on the target dataset. In this case, KARL recognizes and omits such rules in the pruning step of generating evidence-based prior rules which results in low values of DomainR, such as zero for GEO10780. Such datasets are interesting for further study, as they may have been obtained from a sample of a distinct population, with its own specific patterns not obeying the general domain patterns extracted from the background knowledge. On the other hand, KARL models on GEO10072 and GEO46602 datasets are examples of cases in which datasets cannot help learning Robust models. This can be the result of noise or inherent sample heterogeneity in the datasets. In these cases, the rules generated from these datasets are excluded for not reaching the user-defined constraints in RL learning process, resulting in zero values for DataR. However, these two datasets are modeled Robustly by rules borrowed from domain knowledge.
KARL Consistency

Comparison based on Consistency
0.667 0.333 GEO10780 0 0 22 21 0.000 1.000 Breast GEO15852 7 7 18 18 0.280 0.720 Cancer GEO29431 2 2 2 2 0.500 0.500 GEO42568 5 5 1 1 0.833 0.167 GEO7904 9 9 12 12 0.429 0.571 GEO10715 5 5 5 5 0.500 0.500 Colon GEO20916 2 1 2 1 0.500 0.500 Cancer GEO23878 2 2 2 1 0.500 0.500 GEO24514 5 4 3 3 0.625 0.375 GEO9348 2 2 2 2 0.500 0.500 GEO10072 2 1 0 0 1.000 0.000 Lung GEO18842 2 1 2 2 0.500 0.500 Cancer GEO19188 5 4 4 4 0.
Analysis of Patterns
In this subsection, we analyze whether intuitive and distinct rule patterns could be discovered across multiple KARL models for the related studies (e.g., same cancer type). Table 7 displays a snippet of these patterns discovered with KARL on brain, lung, and prostate cancers, across several datasets within the same disease type. We have used the statistics of each rule in addition to our desired thresholds for CF and Coverage of the rules, to select the patterns. For ease of presentation, we have covered a general and truncated version of these rules in Table 7 . General in the sense that we use general placeholders, High and Low, for the discretized values of the rules' variables, and truncated in the sense that we have removed the statistics of rules. We provide the patterns learned for the breast and colon cancers, and the original version of the rules that are reported in Table 7 , in Additional Files 4 and 5, respectively. Table 7 : A snippet of rule patterns discovered for brain, lung, and prostate cancers. Each row contains rule pattern information, including the learned models of the rule, its identifier, and its source of origin. Pr denotes that the pattern originates from prior knowledge, and Nr denotes new rules. X is also used to build a nomenclature for variables of a gene family appears in the rule patterns. Studying the rules in Table 7 , we can see that almost all patterns appear with their complementary rule, wherein the Condition for one rule leads to prediction of Case
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for example, and the negation of that Condition leading to prediction of Control (or not Case). It is also interesting that for some models, the complement of a rule was obtained from a combination of prior rule with that learned from target data. LDHA, for instance, appears in the Condition part of two complementary ruleswhile one is a retained prior rule (rule 05), the other is a new one (rule 06). These two features of our resulted patterns not only show that our strategy of directly involving prior rules in the KARL final model successfully achieves complementary rules, but also denote that both domain and data are contributing in achieving such patterns for our cancer prediction task. A high level of consistency can also be noticed in the patterns of Table 7 . Listed in the first column of the table, we can see that the polarity (i.e., whether the expression intensity of the gene is High or Low) for each model predictor variable was consistent across all models within which it occurred. As another interesting feature, we can see that a noticeable number of these patterns contain variables that belong to the same gene families. The uniqueness about such variables is that their polarity was almost consistent when they occurred in rules of the learned models (an example can be found in Table 8 , snippets from brain cancer models.) For simplifying our results in Table 7 , we have grouped all these variables as one variable and attributed a new name (nomenclature) to it. We designed the nomenclatures as a part of the gene family name followed by a few X s. For example, we represent those variables of the collagen family that are depicted in rules of Table 8 , by using COLXXX as the nomenclature, as depicted in the simplified rule in Table 7 . 
Discussion
The unique attributes of the patterns as elucidated above can be particularly useful for screening, diagnosis, and prognosis of same types of cancer. Though they require further and in-depth verification studies from domain experts, information contained in majority of them can be verified from literature. The members of collagen family of genes that have been discovered from the brain cancer (see Table 8 ), for instance, have been implicated in glioblastoma tumorigenesis; diffuse invasion of tumor cells into brain tissue typifies the advancement of tumor growth in some type of brain cancer, like glioblastoma [43, 44] . Senner et al. [43] found that the expression of collagen XVI was up-regulated in glioblastoma and it promotes tumor cell adhesion. Meanwhile, studies done by Bauer et al. [44] also found out that the inhibition of collagen XVI expression reduces glioma cell invasiveness. The first two rules depicted in Table 7 show that KARL also extracted such knowledge. Moreover, AGER, also known as RAGE, is a member of the immunoglobulin super-family, and a multi-functional receptor with multiple ligands that have been found to play leading roles in diseases like arthritis, diabetes, and Alzeimer 's [45, 46] . Evidence from recent studies indicate that this receptor likely plays an important role in cancer, particularly, its ability to lead cancer cell proliferation, invasion, and survival [45, 47, 48] . AGER, as well as several of its isoforms, is highly expressed in normal lung. However, and unlike other cancers, it is characterized by low expressions in human lung carcinomas [49, 50] . Thus, a down-regulated AGER would most likely be associated with a late stage of cancer, and therefore suggests it may function as a tumor suppressor for lung cancer. What is more, the general hypothesis, as elicited from literature above, that a highly expressed AGER implies normal, while the converse is true, was duly captured by KARL as rules (19) and (20) in Table 7 . Last, let us consider HPN (Hepsin), another biomarker and a variable that was discovered from the prostate cancer models (see Table 7 ). It contains a transmembrane serine protease, which may be in several cellular functions such as cell morphology and blood coagulation [51] . Several studies have identified Hepsin as one of the most up-regulated genes in prostate cancer [51, 52] . Observe that it was predominant and pervasive among most of the prostate cancer models. Similarly, the general notion in literature as regards correlation of its state of expression to prostate cancer progression was transferred into the KARL model, rules (25) and (26) in Table 7 . Combining the evidence revealed from the examples above with other biologically unconfirmed/unverified patterns discovered by KARL turn it into a potent tool for cancer diagnosis and screening.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop and evaluate the novel KARL framework as an extension to rule learning by augmenting and transferring extant domain knowledge when modeling multiple types of cancer classification datasets to extract Robust underlying disease bio-mechanisms. Empirical results from our experiments highlight a couple of interesting features for the KARL's final model on our cancer datasets. First, we show that the knowledge augmented rule learning with KARL produces, on average, rule models that are more Robust classifiers than baseline RL without any background knowledge, using 25 publicly available gene expression datasets. This shows that our choice of domain knowledge for cancer prediction, in addition to, the transfer learning strategies designed for KARL improved the learning process over our 25 datasets. Second, we showed that KARL models yield biological patterns that underlie disease classification, using a combination of markers from both background knowledge and datasets. Third, we show that KARL provides the users with rule models which includes complementary classification rules. Fourth, we notice that KARL detected some variables which are from the same gene family and show consistent behavior by achieving consistent polarity and Class value for the rules which the family members appear in.
Though our preliminary empirical results suggest that the KARL framework is sound, we have identified potential limitations and several avenues for future work. The first limitation is on the type of variables extracted from the background domain knowledge, wherein these variables must already exist within the dataset being modeled. The second limitation is on the domain, which should be rich enough to provide KARL with a reliable background domain knowledge. Future work could deal with the first limitation by borrowing domain adaptation methods for transferring data between knowledge sources with different feature representations. This will help the model to accept any other type of knowledge as the unit of transfer. Moreover, future work could focus on expanding and automating the process of knowledge extraction from background domain. Like the work proposed in [53] , this knowledge could be extracted from knowledge bases with hierarchical structure which is supported by automatic methods for extracting lookup tables. In this era of precision medicine, the second limitation should be easily overcome as knowledge accumulates from the vast numbers of biomarker studies being performed to generate, store and analyze panomics data for diverse diseases. KARL can then be used to examine accumulating evidence in an incremental fashion to extract interpretable and robust biological patterns that underlie health and disease.
Methods KARL provides users a framework in which the subjective knowledge of domain can be incorporated and studied in the learning process of an interpretable rulelearning model on the objective knowledge, the datasets. KARL is designed to be mainly applied to the sparse high-dimensional datasets which are highly likely to yield models that are overfit to training data and therefore underperfom on the test data. In order to avoid generating such models, KARL provides a transfer learning framework, wherein it can incorporate an additional source of knowledge for the learning process, namely, the subjective domain knowledge. The domain knowledge is expected to be a more reliable source of transfer, compared to direct transfer of rules learned from another noisy dataset used as the choice of transfer in the earlier rule transfer frameworks, TRL and TRL-FM. Domain 's experts, literature, or knowledge bases can be used as the reliable sources of domain knowledge required for KARL. The choice of selecting RL as the building block of KARL, in addition to, the transfer learning strategy for incorporating the knowledge of domain in the model learning process, has originated from the main goal of designing a framework that can visualize the interaction of both domain and data sources in the learning process. We have designed KARL to transfer the knowledge of domain in the form of prior rules, which can be easily tracked during the RL learning process on data. The KARL final model then would consist of two types of rule: the prior rules transferred from domain, in addition to, the new rules learned from data. This visualization property of KARL helps scientists to study their subjective knowledge of interest along with data, which may lead the scientists to verify their hypothesis over their domain knowledge of interest over a subgroup of data. In this section, we elaborate upon the KARL method designed for the cancer prediction task. In the KARL Framework subsection, we explain the KARL's learning process. We then expand on the visualization property of KARL in the KARL Rule Model subsection, using our examples of rules learned on the cancer datasets.
KARL Framework
We have designed KARL framework in three main steps: (1) Generating Lookup Table, (2) Generating Prior Rules, and (3) Generating KARL Rule Model. In this section, we elaborate upon the KARL framework, and how it is adapted for our use toward modeling for cancer prediction from gene expression data, as also shown in Figure 2 .
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Generating Lookup Table  In this step, the user should provide KARL with the knowledge of domain that should be structured in the form of a table of variables that also exists in the target dataset. The variables of this table, the lookup table, can be sourced from domain's experts, literature, knowledge bases, or other reliable databases. For our task of cancer prediction, we propose using the hierarchical domain knowledge, such as biological pathways, as our source of domain knowledge. As shown in Figure 2a , we derive the variables of the lookup table to be those gene expression variables that are extracted from the cancer dataset (I D ) and are associated with the general properties of cancer (I P ) through the cancer hierarchical background knowledge (I K ). The lookup table generation process for the cancer prediction task, in addition to its requirements are detailed below. A domain can be characterized by actors, their interactions, and properties. KARL posits that a rule pattern is interesting if evidence can be drawn from desirable sources of the variables (actors) that represent the actionable aspects of the domain (properties). Thus, at the outset, it is essential for KARL to identify and delineate a domain, including its actors and properties. To this end, we have selected genetic actors-genes-and their properties for our domain of study, cancer. These gene actors are selected as the variables of the input gene-expression dataset, that undergoes discretization as a pre-processing step to bin the continuous valued measurements into discrete ranges, so as to reduce the search space of possible models that need to be generated. As the discretization method, we have used the Efficient Bayesian Discretization (EBD) [54] . EBD uses a Bayesian score, which has a lambda prior parameter, to discover the optimal number of bins automatically. For our experiments, we set the value for this parameter to 0.5, which is the default. In this manuscript, by datasets (I D ), we refer to their discretized version.
For a cell to progress into a tumor, it acquires a whole gamut of aberrant properties. While different cancer types may require different combinations of these properties, typical behaviors (or hallmarks) that underpin them can be categorized. Seminal work done by Hanahan and Weinberg [55, 56] has suggested that an extensive catalog of cancer cell genotypes is a manifestation of six main capabilities that turn faulty to modify the physiology of the cell. These hallmarks can be merged further into three main properties. The first is the faulty control of the cell cycle (i.e., sustaining proliferative signaling and evading growth suppressors hallmarks); the second property is the faulty control of cell death (i.e., resisting cell death and enabling replicative immortality hallmarks); and the third property is the invasiveness and metastatic capabilities (i.e., inducing angiogenesis and activating invasion and metastasis hallmarks). Using KARL for cancer prediction, we have proposed these three hallmarks as the properties of domain (I P ).
Background domain knowledge (I K ) can be sourced from an expert, literature, or knowledge bases. The main idea and challenge in using background knowledge in KARL is, how to incorporate such knowledge sources and determine those actors of the domain functioning as the desired properties of the domain. For the cancer prediction domain, we selected the Ingenuity Analysis (IPA) tool. Given a list of genes, IPA creates and outputs molecular networks (algorithmically generated pathways) by using hypergeometric testing to map each gene to the information contained in the knowledge base [57] . In order to generate the lookup table, we gave as input to the IPA, the list of gene variables in the input dataset, to obtain the genes'corresponding functional networks from IKB. Then, these networks are ranked according to a P score = -log 10 (p-value), where the p-value is derived from a hypergeometric test. When a threshold of P score = α is applied, all non-significant networks (i.e., P score < α) are removed. We set the threshold (α) to 2.0. for this work. Any of the input genes that has significant network(s) with functionality of at least one of the hallmarks of cancer is then added to the lookup table. A part of a lookup table generated for the brain cancer datasets is depicted in Figure 2b .
Generating Prior Rules
The background domain knowledge should first be transformed into the form of IF-THEN propositional rules to fit into the KARL design. KARL uses these prior rules in two steps to augment the rule learning model (see following subsection for details). In this subsection, we mainly describe the process of generating this set of rules, depicted as Step 2 in The output from this engine will be the combination of such prior rules generated for all variables of the lookup table. This set is then used for transfer learning to generate the KARL rule model, as described below.
Generating KARL Rule Model
The KARL rule model, as depicted in Step 3 of Figure 2a , is a combination of two rule sets: (1) Rule Model with Prior Rules, and (2) Evidence-based Prior Rules. KARL produces these two rule sets by using two transfer learning strategies that use the outcome from the previous step, that is the prior rules. The Rule Model with Prior Rules is the model learned by RL with Priors (RL P ) on the input dataset (I D ) and the user-defined criteria (I C ) for acceptable model quality specified as values for the set of parameters for RL's search engine. RL P is a modified version of RL in which prior rules are transferred to RL to be used as the initial general rule model that the learning process starts from. Evidence-based Prior Rules is the subset of prior rules pruned on the input dataset (I D ) in an evaluation process using user-defined criteria (I C ). This set has been designed as a source of domain knowledge getting transferred directly to the KARL's final model. This transfer learning strategy seeks to improve KARL by using hierarchical domain knowledge, such as biological pathways to learn more general rules that may not be extracted Figure 2b . In the following subsections, we elaborate upon the generation process for each of these sets.
Rule Learners with and without Priors (RL P and RL) The RL P method produces a set of IF-THEN propositional rules extracted from both domain and data. Each rule has statistics associated with it, such as the Certainty Factor (CF) which indicates the degrees of belief or disbelief in that rule, based on the evidence seen in the data. Below, we depict an example of a rule, without its statistics, where High and Low are placeholders for the discretized bins of values for each gene's expression: IF ((Gene1Exp is High) AND (Gene2Exp is Low)) THEN (Class = Case) The pseudocode for the RL P algorithm is reported as the Additional File 1. This algorithm proceeds as a beam (priority queue-based) search of the model space using a general-to-specific approach to output a rule model. It starts with a general model, the priority-ordered prior rules generated from the lookup table, in decreasing order of each rule's CF value. This model is then used to initialize the priority-ordered queue used in RL P . The size of the queue, in addition to, the priority metrics (userdefined criteria (I C )) are parameters that should be specified by the user. There are several choices that users can provide as these criteria, from which we have selected the minimum Certainty Factor (CF), minimum Coverage (covered in more detail in Evaluation Metrics subsection), and maximum False Positive (FP) rate.
The rules satisfying these criteria are called good rules in the pseudocode. As the next step, RL P starts expanding the rule model by adding conjuncts (i.e., variablevalue pairs) to the the Condition of rules, in order to specialize the existing rules; or learning new single-variable rules from the dataset. The queue is then replaced with a new priority-ordered queue filled with new generated rules and the former queue in order of decreasing CF value up to the maximum size of the queue. The RL P algorithm stops when the rule model stays unchanged. This is the resulting Rule Model with Prior Rules and is one part of the final KARL model.
As mentioned earlier, RL differs from RL P in its selection of the initial general rule set (Additional File 1, Line 5). RL starts with a random general model that contains a set of rules selected from the space of all possible one-variable Condition generated from all discretized variable values and Class labels. This set is a priorityordered queue of rules which is being expanded by the same strategy as RL P to result in the RL model.
Evidence-based Prior Rules Evidence-based Prior Rules is the subset of prior rules that satisfies the user-defined criteria (I C ) when using the input dataset I D . The set of prior rules generated from the lookup table contains pairs of singlevariable contradictory rules. The contradictory pairs contain rules with similar Conditions which is leading to different predictions. A pruning step is used to determine how to remove these contradictions from the prior rules generated. The misleading rule in the contradictory pair is recognizable by its low performance or Coverage on the data. We use this behavior of the misleading rules as the basis of our pruning method. The user-defined criteria that is used in the RL P method is capable of detecting such behavior. These criteria are a minimum Certainty Factor value, minimum Coverage, and maximum False Positive rate. This pruned subset of the prior rules is what we refer to as the Evidence-based Prior Rules. The combination of Rule Model with Prior Rules and Evidence-based Prior Rules is then selected as the final model for KARL, that is used for prediction on unseen test samples. In our experiments, we have used 0.8 for Positive Predictive Value (PPV) as the CF, 4 for the minimum Coverage, and 0.1 for the maximum False Positive rate, as the set of values for the user-defined criteria.
KARL Rule Model
In Figure 2b , we depict a snippet of a modified version of KARL rule model for brain cancer. In this section, we elaborate upon the original format of rules generated by frameworks using RL or RL P . We also explain the interpretation of the discovered patterns -the rules of the KARL model. We also show how rules can be tracked during the KARL learning process, in order to estimate and visualize the interaction of their sources of origin in the final model.
The following rule is the original rule extracted from KARL model on the brain cancer datasets, which also appeared in the final KARL model depicted in Figure 2b , which is assigned to the VEGFA variable in our example rule. This rule is regarded as a classifier which predicts Control Class for any sample with VEGFA less than or equal to 8.68. Each rule of the model is also accompanied with statistics, which evaluate the rule's Robustness. These statistics are collected based on the evidence seen in the data, and consist of Certainty Factor (CF), True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), and number of Positive and Negative samples (Pos and Neg). In a classification task on a set of samples, each rule either abstains from predicting those samples that cannot satisfy the rule's Condition, or it always predict the rest of samples with its Class value. The supporting statistics are then designed to convey evaluation information on the rule's prediction, based on its Class value. Accordingly, the positive Class used in providing the rule's statistics are determined specifically for each individual rule based on the value represented in its right-hand-side. For example, the positive Class is Control for our rule shown above that is learned on the brain cancer dataset, while the positive Class is Case for the cancer prediction task. The statistics for a rule are then collected based on its prediction and positive and negative instances (Pos and Neg, respectively). These statistics are further used for evaluating the rule's Robustness, estimated over rule's Consistency and Completeness. While the CF is set to PPV and is a measure of rule's Consistency, the Rule's Completeness is measured as Coverage, which is calculated using the rest of the statistics. Coverage is defined as the fraction of the test samples covered (classified) by the rule, (TP + FP)/(Pos + Neg). The following interpretation can then be added to our rule, based on its statistics: the rule is a predictor of the Control class, which have covered (classified) 14 (1 + 13) samples over the total number of 58 (39 + 19) samples and resulted in 92.8% PPV prediction performance for the covered samples.
KARL marks its rules with labels indicating the rule's source of origin: domain or data. It uses Pr for tagging the rules that originate from domain, prior rules, while it tags the rules that originate from the data, new rules, with Nr. For instance, our example rule is a prior rule as it has the Pr tag. This rule's simple trick of marking rules, provides the functionality to visualize the transfer and accordingly the interaction of domain and data in its final model. As an example of such interactions, we can determine the complementary rules as mentioned in the Analysis of Patterns section. We also believe that the involvement of a source in the final model can be estimated as the fraction of the KARL model's rules that originates from that source. Accordingly, we have designed the two following measures: domaininvolvement ratio : DomainR DomainR+DataR and data-involvement ratio:
DataR DomainR+DataR , in which DomainR and DataR are the number of the rules tagged with Pr and Nr, respectively. We have also reported these estimations on our cancer datasets in the Domain and Data Involvement in the KARL Model section.
